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ABSTRACT 
 
Acid fracturing techniques have been widely practiced to enhance well 
productivity and ultimate recovery for low permeability carbonate reservoirs. The success 
of an acid fracturing treatment is evaluated based on the productivity-index ratio. The 
evaluation of an acid fracturing treatment requires a comprehensive understanding of well 
completion methods, fracture propagation, acid fracture conductivity prediction, and post-
treatment well performance analysis. 
In this study, an integrated evaluation approach is developed to link all these 
processes in order to have a valid evaluation of a horizontal well multi-stage acid 
fracturing treatment. The model includes evaluation of the well completion methods, 
fracture propagation modeling, acid fracture modeling, and post-fractured well production 
prediction. A field treatment is evaluated in this study to illustrate the work procedure of 
this approach and its capability to handle field application.  
From this study, it is concluded that one can apply the integrated approach 
developed from this research to evaluate an actual field multi-stage acid fracturing 
treatment, and help engineers to make better decisions. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
a   reservoir width  
b   reservoir length 
C   leak-off coefficient 
CA   acid concentration 
CD   dimensionless acid concentration   
CfD   dimensionless fracture conductivity 
Ci   injected acid concentration 
Deff   effective diffusion coefficient 
ct   total compressibility 
dpipe   pipe diamter 
dball   ball diameter 
dperf   perforation diameter 
E   Young’s Modulus 
ff   friction factor 
fwall   wall factor 
g   gravitational acceleration  
hf   fracture height  
J   productivity index 
k   matrix permeability 
kf   fracture permeability 
K’   flow consistency index 
KD   drag coefficient 
Kd   discharge coefficient 
KI   stress intensity factor 
KI,G   stress intensity factor induced by modulus difference 
KI,ΔP   stress intensity factor induced by net pressure 
KI, Δρh   stress intensity factor induced by gravity 
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KI, Δσ   stress intensity factor induced by stress difference 
L   tubing length 
m(p)   pseudo-pressure 
n’   flow behavior index 
Nperf   open perforation number 
NRe   Reynolds number 
p   pressure 
pi   initial formation pressure 
pinj   surface treating pressure / injection pressure 
pnet   net pressure 
pp   formation pressure 
pres-face   bottomhole treating pressure 
pwf   bottomhole pressure  
q   injection rate / production rate 
qD   dimensionless production rate 
qL   leak-off rate 
re   external reservoir radius 
rw   wellbore radius  
r’w   effective wellbore radius  
s   skin factor 
sf   fracture skin 
sR   partial penetration skin 
tDxf, tDye  dimensionless time 
v   velocity 
vball   ball sealer velocity 
vbatch   ball sealer batch velocity 
VL   leak-off volume 
vslip   slip velocity 
Vsp   spurt loss volume 
 vii 
 
vt,0   ball sealer terminal velocity 
vt,batch   ball sealer batch terminal velocity 
w   fracture width 
xf   fracture half-length 
ye   distance of between fracture and reservoir boundary 
 
Greek 
α   Biot’s constant 
αα   leak-off area propagation parameter 
ατ   fluid loss power coefficient 
β   dissolving power 
γ   specific gravity, dimensionless 
Δ pPE   hydrostatic pressure drop 
Δ pf,pipe   tubing friction 
Δ pf,perf   perforation pressure drop 
ε   roughness  
θ   deviation angle 
σc   formation closure stress 
σh,min   minimum horizontal stress 
σv   vertical stress 
μ   viscosity  
μapp   apparent viscosity 
ρ   density  
ρball   ball density, g/cm3  
ρfluid   fluid density, g/cm3  
ϕ   porosity, fraction  
ϕball   volume fraction of ball 
τ   stress tensor / fluid loss delay time 
υ   Poisson’s ratio 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
1.1 Research Background  
Acid fracturing and proppant fracturing are two types of well stimulation methods. 
Both methods aim to create a conductive flow channel extending into the formation to 
increase contact area with the reservoir, and alter the flow pattern in the formation near 
the wellbore in order to enhance well production. In naturally fractured reservoirs, induced 
fractures can also create fracture network, which can significantly increase drainage 
volume of a well. Both stimulation methods have a long history in petroleum industry. 
Acid fracturing is more restricted to carbonate formation, while proppant fracturing can 
be performed in almost all types of formations. Even through acid fracturing and proppant 
fracturing share the same concept, due to the different mechanisms in creating fracture 
conductivity, design of acid fracturing treatment varies from proppant fracturing 
treatment. 
Most carbonate formations are composed with calcite or dolomite, which are acid 
reactive minerals. Different from hydraulic fracturing treatments, which use proppant as 
conductivity agents, in acid fracturing treatments the fracture conductivity is created by 
the unevenly acid-etched fracture walls. A fracture is usually initiated by a pad fluid. Acid 
injection following the pad fluid into the fracture reacts with carbonate rock on the fracture 
walls. The heterogeneous characteristics of carbonate reservoirs lead to uneven etching of 
the fracture walls. As illustrated in Fig. 1.1 (Kalfayan, 2007), when an acid fracturing 
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treatment is finished and the fracture closes, the parts that have less rock dissolved will 
act as pillars to keep the fracture open, and the parts that have more rock dissolved will 
leave conductive channels acting as path ways for hydrocarbon to flow towards wellbore. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 – Conductive channels created by acid-etched width from a carbonate 
sample (Kalfayan, 2007)  
 
 
 The application of multi-stage acid fracturing in horizontal wells is an alternative 
stimulation method to multi-stage proppant fracturing in tight carbonate reservoirs. With 
appropriate design, multi-stage acid fracturing can achieve similar results, but much more 
cost-effective, compares to proppant fracturing. Recent literatures (Etuhoko et al., 2014; 
Baumgarten and Bobrosky, 2009; Nainwal et al., 2006; Metcalf et al., 2007) prove that 
multi-stage acid fracturing application can be successful in tight carbonate formations.  
 The evaluation of acid fracturing is a complex procedure. The field operation may 
alter from the original treatment design. The results of an acid fracturing treatment are 
affected by many parameters. Post-treatment evaluation of created fracture geometry can 
be conducted by micro-seismic data, logging tool measurement, or pressure transient 
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analysis. These methods are all extremely uncertain. Another method to evaluate an acid 
fracturing operation is to use the productivity index ratio of after and before the treatment. 
The productivity index ratio measures the flow efficiency of a well. But it is a global 
measurement, and cannot identify the parameters that affect the stimulation results, such 
as effectiveness of the completion design or selected acid systems.  
In this study, an integrated approach is developed to evaluate multi-stage acid 
fracturing treatments. The approach includes completion evaluation, fracture propagation 
simulation, acid fracture conductivity prediction, and post-fractured well productivity 
prediction. The ultimate goal is to evaluate field treatments more accurately and 
effectively. 
1.2 Literature Review 
 The literature review covers four subjects; completion for multi-stage fracturing in 
horizontal wells, fracture propagation models, acid fracture models, and productivity 
models for fractured wells. 
1.2.1 Development of multi-stage fracturing completion. 
The development of horizontal drilling and advances in horizontal well completion 
have made it possible to effectively stimulate horizontal wells. One of these achievements 
is multi-stage fracturing technique which becomes a common stimulation method for low 
permeability formations. Based on isolation methods, the multi-stage fracturing technique 
can be divided into two groups; mechanical isolation, such as ball-activated sliding sleeve 
with open-hole packer, bridge plug, ball sealer; and chemical isolation; such as fiber or 
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foam. Sliding sleeve with open-hole pack completion and ball sealer completion will be 
reviewed in this study. 
Sliding sleeve with open-hole packer is one of the most common techniques for 
multi-stage fracturing stimulation. It was first introduced in the early-2000s (Seale et al., 
2006; Seale, 2007). It contains two main parts, a mechanical open-hole packer system 
capable of withstanding high differential pressures, and a series of fracturing ports, located 
between the packers that can be activated sequentially in one treatment as illustrated in 
Fig. 1.2. During a treatment, once all packers are set, and the wellbore is pressurized, a 
ball is dropped into the well that opens the last fracturing port at the toe of the well so that 
a fracture can be created at this location. Once the first fracture stage is finished, the second 
ball will be dropped into the well, the second ball isolate the first stage and open the second 
port for fracturing treatment. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 – a). Ball-activated sliding sleeves with open-hole packer completion 
(Seale et al., 2006) and b). sleeve activation (Tompkins et al., 2013) 
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The advantages of using ball-activated sliding sleeve are: high efficiency, no 
shutdown is required for multiple stage stimulation; well cleanup can be faster than plug 
and perf completion; can be performed in open-hole completion (Seale et al., 2006; Casero 
et al., 2013). 
Ball sealer was first introduced in early 1956 and was proved to be a successful 
fluid diversion technique for multi-stage fracture treatments in cased and perforated 
vertical wellbores (Brown, 1963). Ball sealers are injected into a treated well for the 
purpose of contacting and sealing some perforations which are accepting the fluid flow as 
illustrated in Fig. 1.3. By blocking the entrance of some of the perforations, a new fracture 
can be created at the next perforation interval where the least fracturing resistance is found. 
The ball sealer technique was improved with development of buoyant ball sealer to 
overcome the low seating efficiency of conventional sink ball sealer (Erbstoesser, 1980).   
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 – Application of ball sealer for multi-stage stimulation (Neill et al., 1957) 
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Recently a combination using of perforation gun and ball sealers, named the Just-
In-Time Perforating (JITP) technique, has been implemented in horizontal well multi-
stage fracturing treatments (Angeles et al., 2012). As illustrated in Fig. 1.4, to operate a 
JITP treatment in a cased horizontal well, wireline gun assembly is first positioned at the 
first perforation set. After perforations are created, fluids are pumped to fracture the first 
stage. Then, ball sealers are dropped to block the first perforation set. After ball sealers sit 
on the perforations, the second stage stimulation can be performed. Repeat the process 
until all stages are complete.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.4 – Application of JITP for horizontal well multi-stage stimulation 
(Angeles et al., 2012) 
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 The advantages of using ball sealers compared to ball-activated sliding sleeve are: 
balls are easier to flow back after treatment; production can start immediately after 
treatment, drill out of fracture port is not needed; can be performed in cased-hole 
completion; relatively cost-saving (Benish, 2013; Babaniyazov and Jackson, 2013).  
 Both ball-activated sliding sleeve in open-hole completion and ball sealers in cased 
and perforated well completion have their own advantages and disadvantages. No matter 
what completion method is selected for a multi-stage fracturing stimulation, the goal is to 
effectively isolate each fracture stage so when the main treatment begins, the fractures will 
be initiated within the designated intervals.  
1.2.2 Development of fracture propagation models  
 The fracture propagation process in an acid fracturing stimulation is the same as 
for hydraulic fracturing. Hydraulic fracture modeling began in the late 1950s. Between the 
late 1950s and the early 1970s, numerous papers were published. Some early fundamental 
works include KGD (Zheltov and Khristianovitch, 1959; Geertsma and Klerk, 1969) and 
PK (Perkins and Kern, 1961) models. The PK model was further improved by adding fluid 
leakoff (Nordgren, 1972). The modified version is referred to as the PKN model. 
Both KGD and PKN models are two-dimensional geomechanical models 
assuming a constant fracture height. Both models can predict fracture length and width 
growth with respect to injection. However, these two models approach the problem with 
different solutions. The KGD model, as shown in Fig. 1.5, is based on the assumption of 
horizontal plane strain condition, indicating that rock toughness is only considered in the 
horizontal plane. Fracture width, as a result, is independent of fracture height and is 
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constant in the vertical direction. A constant injection rate and approximately constant 
pressure in the fracture except for the fracture tip are also assumed to simplify the 
analytical solution. These assumptions yield a fracture model that has relative larger 
vertical extension than the horizontal extension.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.5 – The KGD fracture model  
 
 
On the contrary, the PKN model, as shown in Fig. 1.6, is based on the assumption 
of vertical plan strain condition, indicating that rock toughness prevails in the vertical 
plane. The deformation of each vertical cross section of the fracture is independent. As a 
result, the cross sections obtain fracture width with an elliptical shape with maximum 
width in the center. Pressure in the fracture decreases towards the fracture tip. These 
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assumptions yield a fracture model that has a larger horizontal extension than vertical 
extension.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.6 – The PKN fracture model 
 
 
 Based on previous work, more advanced fracture models that can calculate the 
fracture height variation with time at different fracture lengths were developed and named 
pseudo-3D fracture models. The early pseudo-3D fracture models (Settari and Cleary, 
1986; Morales and Sayad, 1989) evolved from the PKN model followed the same 
assumptions such as predominantly 1D horizontal fluid flow and the vertical plane strain 
condition. The approach for fracture height calculation varies in different pseudo-3D 
models. Palmer and Carroll (1983) proposed a numerical solution for fracture height 
growth in multilayered, asymmetrical formations based on the work presented by 
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Simonson et al. (1978). It determines the fracture height from the local net pressure, stress 
profile, and rock toughness by satisfying the static equilibrium of the fracture. This 
concept is adopted in many pseudo-3D models.  
In order to improve the performance of pseudo-3D models, especially when large 
stress barriers are not present, modeling vertical flow in the fracture is necessary. The 
modified pseudo-3D models (Meyer, 1989; Weng, 1992) that incorporate 2D fluid flow 
not only retain their ability to handle complicated layered stress, modulus, toughness, and 
leak-off, but also improve the performance on fracture height containment. 
Instead of planar fracture, the fracture geometry can be much more complex 
because of heterogeneous formation stress field and the presence of pre-existing natural 
fractures. Fully 3D fracture models that can simulate both fracture dimensions growth and 
fracture orientation changes during a fracturing process have been developed. However, 
such complicated models require extensive computational time. 
Considering computational efficiency and model accuracy, a pseudo-3D fracture 
propagation model is selected for this study. The details of this model are presented in 
Chapter II. 
1.2.3 Development of acid transport and reaction models and acid fracture conductivity 
correlations 
For acid fracturing, fracture conductivity is essentially calculated from acid-etched 
width. Once a fracture is created by pad fluid, the acid transport and reaction model during 
acid injection are used to generate acid concentration profile in the fracture and estimate 
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the acid-etched width. From fracture conductivity correlations, the final fracture 
conductivity for an acid fracturing treatment can be obtained.  
 In early acid fracture models (Lo and Dean, 1989; Settari, 1993), the fluid flow 
was assumed only in one dimension with vertical fluid fronts. Acid diffusion from the 
center of a fracture to the fracture walls is calculated based on empirical formulations that 
assume a constant fracture width, infinite reaction rate, and no entrance effects. Romero 
et al. (2001) developed an implicit 3D acid fracturing simulator that involves two-
dimensional fluid transport, along the fracture length and height, and acid diffusion 
calculation across the fracture width. When calculating acid diffusion across the width, 
finite difference mesh was constructed, so that acid concentration can be tracked at each 
grid block. The simulator is also coupled with acid reaction and fracture-height growth 
formulas. However, the finite difference grid block used in Romero’s simulator can only 
handle grid block with dimensions of several feet to tens of feet, which is too large to 
capture local formation heterogeneity (Mou et al., 2009). A more advanced 3D acid 
fracturing simulator was developed by Oeth et al. (2013). Compares to Romero’s model, 
much smaller grid dimensions, on magnitude of inches, are used in order to capture the 
local formation heterogeneity. The fluid velocity field is obtained by solving Navier-
Stokes equations in a fracture domain using Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked 
Equations (SIMPLE). Front-fixing methods is used to handle the irregular fracture 
boundaries, which evolves with time due to rock dissolution. In this way, the fluid velocity 
and pressure fields in the fracture can be fully modeled in three dimensions.  
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 Another important part in acid fracture modeling is the estimation of acid fracture 
conductivity, which is strongly related to acid-etched width. Nierode and Kruk (1973) 
introduced an empirical correlation between acid-etched width and fracture conductivity 
based on the results of 25 experiments. It is concluded from their laboratory work that the 
acid-fracture conductivity can be presented as, 
  cf CCwk 21 exp   (1.1) 
where C1 is a constant related to amount of dissolved rock, C2 is a constant related to rock 
embedment strength, and c  is formation the closure stress. However, as Nierode and 
Kruk (1973) stated in their paper, the correlation drawn from the experimental results may 
not be able to represent the heterogeneity effect of the carbonate core samples, and it may 
only provide a lower bound on the fracture conductivity attained in the field. Several more 
acid-fracture conductivity correlations (Ming et al., 1999; Nieto et al., 2008) were 
developed mostly based on experimental results. Deng et al. (2011) developed a new 
correlation that accounts for permeability and mineralogy distributions, and rock elastic 
properties on overall acid fracture conductivity, based on numerical experiments. The new 
correlation introduces three geostatistic parameters, the dimensionless horizontal and 
vertical correlation lengths, and normalized standard deviation of the natural logarithm of 
permeability. The former two parameters describe how continuous permeability is 
distributed along the horizontal or vertical direction. The normalized standard deviation 
represent the permeability variation from the average value. 
 In this study, an in-house acid fracturing simulator (Oeth, 2013), which is based 
on the acid transport and dissolution models developed by Mou et al (2007, 2009). and the 
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acid fracture conductivity correlation developed by Deng et al. (2011), is selected to 
simulate the fracture conductivity change during the acid injection process. The details of 
this simulator are presented in Chapter II.  
1.2.4 Development of fractured-well productivity models 
 The models for predicting fractured-well productivity are usually based on 
idealized flow regimes including bilinear flow, linear flow, and pseudo-radial flow. Prats 
(1961) developed a simple analytical model for determining vertically fractured well 
productivity. The productivity-index ratio is expressed as, 
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(1.2) 
where, J is the fractured well productivity, oJ  is the original well productivity, re is 
reservoir drainage radius, rw is wellbore radius, wr  is the effective wellbore radius which 
is one half of fracture half-length xf/2. In the Prats’ model, it is assumed that the flow is 
under steady-state condition, reservoir has a cylindrical drainage area, reservoir fluids are 
incompressible, and fracture height is equal to formation thickness. Based on Prats’ model, 
Meyer and Jacot (2005) found an analytical solution for predicting the productivity of a 
well with a finite-conductivity vertical fracture under pseudosteady-state condition. In 
their model, the effective wellbore radius is related to both dimensionless fracture 
conductivity and fracture half-length instead of only fracture half-length in Prats’ model. 
The new effective wellbore radius is defined as, 
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where fDC is the dimensionless fracture conductivity, which is defined by, 
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 where kf is the fracture permeability, w is the fracture width, and k is the matrix 
permeability. With the new effective wellbore radius, the fracture skin can be calculated 
as, 
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(1.5) 
By substituting skin factor with fracture skin in well deliverability equations, one can 
calculate the production rate of a fractured well. 
 However, it is noticed that in low permeability formations, such as tight gas 
formations or shale formations, the time to reach pseudosteady-state condition may take 
years. Several papers (Barker and Ramey, 1978; Cinco-Ley and Samaniego-V, 1981) have 
been published on determining production for a vertically fractured well with transient 
flow condition. Wattenbarger et al. (1998) presented a solution for production analysis of 
tight gas wells with infinite-conductivity fractures. In their model, both production 
predictions for early time (transient period) and late time (depletion period) can be 
calculated. The model assume that the fracture has an infinite conductivity, which is a 
good assumption for dimensionless fracture conductivity larger than 50. The model also 
assumes linear flow in a rectangular reservoir. 
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 Prediction of the productivity of a horizontal well intersects with multiple 
transverse fractures can be done by dividing the total well drainage area into individual 
fracture blocks. Each block represents the drainage volume of a fracture. Then, 
productivity models of a vertically-fractured well can be applied to each fracture. The total 
productivity of the stimulated horizontal well is the sum of productivity from every 
fracture block (Song et al., 2011). This method is valid when the permeability of the 
formation is low and interactions between fractures can be neglected. 
 In this study, production forecast is conducted using the linear flow model for the 
fractured wells developed by Wattenbarger et al. (1998). The details of the solution of this 
model are presented in Chapter II.   
1.3 Research Objectives 
 Through the literature review, it is clear that the evaluation of a multi-stage acid 
fracturing treatment is an integrated process. Due to the complexity of multi-stage 
completion and the mechanisms associated with reaction of acid with a heterogeneous 
carbonate rock, the performance of a multi-stage acid fracturing treatment in a horizontal 
well is difficult to forecast. The key to accurately predict the short-term and long-term 
production or productivity-index ratio of a post-fractured horizontal well is to have a 
comprehensive understanding of the treatment design and the formation. The ultimate goal 
for this research is provide a model that can be used as a guideline for evaluating a complex 
multi-stage acid fracturing treatment for a horizontal well. The detailed objectives for this 
this research are as the following: 
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1. Develop an integrate evaluation model for a multi-stage acid fracturing 
treatment. The model will combine completion evaluation, fracture 
propagation simulation, acid fracture conductivity simulation, and post-
treatment well performance prediction into a continuous procedure. 
2. Develop an evaluation procedure for a field application based on the specific 
treatment design use the approach. 
3. Demonstrate the evaluation process of the field treatment using the integrated 
approach. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL APPROACH  
   
To evaluate the performance of a multi-stage acid fracturing treatment of a 
horizontal well, it is important to know the geometry and conductivity of the fractures. 
Based on well completion design, the number and location of treated intervals on a well 
can be determined. From treatment design and operational records, fracture dimensions 
and conductivity can be modeled through fracture simulators. With known fracture and 
reservoir properties, the total well productivity of a horizontal well with multi-stage 
fractures can be predicted. 
In this chapter, the evaluation of completions for multiple stage fracturing used in 
this study is presented. These evaluations are based on pressure analysis of treatment 
injection records. From the pressure records during injection of a treatment, ball-sitting 
efficiency, sleeve opening and frictional pressure drop can be diagnosed. The details of a 
pseudo-3D fracture propagation model, a 3D acid fracture model, and a post-fractured 
well productivity model that are used in this study are also presented in this Chapter. 
Finally, the approach of integrating those elements into a comprehensive treatment 
evaluation model is demonstrated. 
2.1 Evaluation of Horizontal Well Multi-stage Fracturing Completion  
When select completion methods for multi-stage acid fracturing of a horizontal 
well, it is important to know how completions are designed to execute fracturing. The 
functions of completion in such a case include isolation between stages, establish a 
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pathway for fluid to enter the formation, and generate enough velocity/pressure difference 
to initialize fracture. In this section, the mechanisms of ball-activated sliding sleeve with 
open-hole packer, ball sealer, and pressure-controlled sliding sleeve are demonstrated. 
Prediction of job-friction during a treatment is also discussed.  
2.1.1 Ball-activated sliding sleeve with open-hole packer  
Ball-activated sliding sleeve is a mechanical stage isolation device. Compared to 
plug and perf completion, the operation time is much shorter. As illustrated in Fig. 1.2, it 
contains two main parts, a mechanical open-hole packer system that is capable of 
withstanding high differential pressures, and a series of fracturing ports. Each fracturing 
port have a ball seat, and size of ball seats increases from the first stage to the last stage. 
Once the sleeve is pushed open by a ball seating on the ball seat, the treating fluids can 
enter the annulus between tubing and formation through the perforations on the tubing. 
The operation using ball-activated sliding sleeve and open-hole packer follows these steps: 
1. Run production casing or liner and downhole assembly into the well 
2. Before the main treatment, a ball is dropped with treating fluid. When the ball 
lands on the specific ball seat, back pressure in the tubing increases. When the 
pressure exceeds the maximum pressure that the sliding sleeve can hold, the sleeve 
is pushed open. Usually, the opening of a fracturing sleeve will cause a pressure 
spike showing on the surface treating pressure as illustrated in Fig. 2.1, indicating 
the first stage is ready to be pumped. 
3. Following this indication, the main treatment can be started by pumping the 
treatment fluids for the first stage. 
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4. When the first stage is finished, land the next ball to initiate the second treatment 
stage. 
5. Repeat until all stages are complete. 
6. Flow back the well to collect the balls, or mill the fracturing port for production. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 – An example of pressure response when ball arrives ball seat, sleeve 
opens, and fracture initiated (Augustine, 2011)  
 
 
 Fig. 2.1 is a useful tool for completion diagnosis. If the balls work correctly, and 
fractures are initiated accordingly, the pressure record should show a sudden increase 
when the ball is set on the ball seat, a small pressure drop when the sleeve opens, and a 
sudden pressure drop when the fracture is initiated. 
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2.1.2 Ball sealers  
Another mechanical isolation method in multi-stage stimulation is the use of ball 
sealers. Different from ball-activated sleeves, ball sealers are usually used in cased and 
perforated wells. When pumped into an injection well, balls will be carried to open 
perforations by injection fluid, and will sit on the perforations to block the fluid enters the 
perforations. The successful use of ball sealers depends on many factors, and the analysis 
is much more complicated compared to ball-activated sleeves. In order to understand the 
behavior of ball sealers, numerous studies and experiments have been conducted on 
determining ball terminal velocity and ball seating efficiency.  
Knowing the velocity of ball sealers can provide the time ball sealers arrive at 
perforation intervals. By monitoring the pressure behavior after the ball sealers arrive at 
the perforation intervals, the activation of the corresponding stage or the initiation of the 
fracture at that perforation set can be diagnosed. It helps engineers to schedule the 
treatment fluids accordingly. A common assumption in calculating ball sealer velocity is 
that the particles do not disturb the velocity of the fluid (Li et al., 2005). The velocity of a 
ball sealer, ballv , can be defined by, 
 
0,t
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slip
pipe
ball v
A
q
v
A
q
v   
(2.1) 
where vt,0 is the terminal settling or rising velocity for a single spherical particle in ft/min, 
and is defined by (Nozaki et al. 2013), 
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where ρball and ρfluid are densities of ball sealer and carrying fluid in g/cm3, KD is the drag 
coefficient, θ is deviation angle in degrees, g is the acceleration of gravitation in ft/s2, and 
fwall is wall factor which estimates the interaction between ball sealer and tubing wall.  
The drag coefficient and the wall factor is a function Reynolds number. For a 
Newtonian fluid, the Reynolds number is defined as, 
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(2.3) 
Based on the calculated Reynolds number, the drag coefficient KD can be determined by 
Eq. 2.4 – Eq. 2.6 (Gabriel and Erbstoesser, 1984). When NRe < 0.1, 
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when 0.1 < NRe < 1000, 
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when 1000 < NRe <35000,  
 445.0DK  (2.6) 
The wall factor in different Reynolds number regime can be determined by Eq. 2.7 
– Eq. 2.9 (Chhabra et al., 2003). When NRe < 1, 
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when 1 < NRe < 200, 
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when 200 < NRe, 
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When the density of the ball sealer is the same as that of the carrying fluid, the 
terminal settling velocity of the ball sealer is zero. However, if the densities of the ball 
sealer and the carrying fluid are not the same, iterations for calculating of the terminal 
velocity of the ball sealer needs to be performed. First, a terminal velocity for ball sealer 
is assumed, use this assumed velocity to calculate Reynolds number. Sequentially, both 
drag coefficient and wall factor can be determined. Input drag coefficient and wall factor 
into Eq. 2.2 to calculate new terminal velocity of the ball sealer. If the new velocity varies 
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largely from the assumed value, it is necessary to use the new velocity to calculate new 
drag coefficient and wall factor. Repeat the iteration until the difference between the new 
terminal velocity and the previous one is acceptable. 
For example, in a vertical well with wellbore diameter of 0.25 ft, ρball is 1.1 g/cc 
and ρball is 1.0 g/cc, and the ball diameter is 0.5 inches. Assume initial ball sealer terminal 
velocity as 0.2 ft/min, form Eq. 2.3, the Reynolds number is calcualted, 
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the drag coefficient and wall factor can be determined by Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.8, 
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substitute the drag coefficient and wall effect and other parameters into Eq. 2.2, the new 
terminal velocity can be calculated as, 
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(2.13) 
Since the error between calculated and assumed ball sealer terminal velocity is very large, 
we need to perform the calculation again with the new velocity. Starting from Reynolds 
number, 
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new drag coefficient and wall factor can be determined, 
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(2.16) 
 
substitute the drag coefficient and wall effect and other parameters into Eq. 2.2, the new 
terminal velocity can be calculated as, 
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(2.17) 
Repeat the procedure and we can obtain the final ball sealer terminal velocity of 1.94 
ft/min, with error between two iterations less than 0.05%. 
In some cases, ball sealers are dropped in form of batches. For this type of 
injection, hydrostatic effect, the momentum transfer hindrance, and the wall effect need 
to be considered. The average terminal velocity for ball sealer batch, batchv  , is defined by 
(Barnea and Mizrahi, 1973), 
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Where ball  is the volume fraction occupied by the ball sealers, batchtv , , is the terminal 
velocity for ball-sealer batch defined by,  
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(2.19) 
where 0,tv  can be calculated using Eq. 2.2. 
Erbstoesser (1980) and Bern and Lewis (1992) conducted experimental work on 
ball sealer seating efficiency with respect to different pump rates, ball densities, and pipe 
deviation angles, the results are shown in Fig. 2.2. In Fig. 2.2, picture (a) shows the test 
results for a vertical pipe; picture (b) shows the test results for a 60˚ deviated pipe; picture 
(c) shows the test results for a 75˚ deviated pipe; and picture (d) shows the test results for 
a horizontal pipe. From the test results, the ball seating efficiency for the horizontal pipe 
remained lower than 50% regardless of the ball density or pump rate. This indicates that 
ball sealer is not an ideal method for isolation in horizontal wells or highly deviated wells. 
From the pressure record during a fracture treatment, if the balls are sit as designed, 
pressure should increase until formation breakdown and fracture is initiated. This can help 
to diagnose ball sealer’s efficiency. 
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Figure 2.2 – Blocked perforation percentage vs. normalized density contrast 
(Nozaki et al., 2013) 
 
 
2.1.3 Pressure-controlled sliding sleeve with open-hole packer 
Downhole isolation for stage stimulation can also be achieved by Pressure-
controlled sliding sleeve with open-hole packer. The isolation mechanism of this 
completion is a combination of ball-activated sliding sleeve and ball sealer designs. Fig. 
2.3 illustrates the procedure of a multiple stage treatment using this completion. In this 
type of completion, a series of pressure-controlled sleeves and open-hole packers will be 
sent downhole with the liner assembly. The pressure required to open each pressure-
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controlled sleeve is designed with a specific value. The opening pressures for all pressure-
controlled sleeves should be above the maximum possible bottomhole flowing pressure 
during the treatment, so that the sleeves will not accidentally open when the treatment is 
carried out. Also the pressures should increase from toe to heel, so that engineers can 
control the stage isolation and fluid placement for each treating interval. The first stage 
treatment is usually executed using a ball-activated sliding sleeve. After the first stage 
fracturing is complete, ball sealers are used to plug perforations on the opening sleeve 
until the pressure build up to a certain value to push the next sleeve open. Once the 
treatment for stage 2 is completed, more ball sealers are dropped. Repeat the process until 
multiple stage treatments are finished.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 – Pressure-controlled sliding sleeve with open-hole packer completion 
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However, as mentioned in the previous section, ball seating efficiency in a 
horizontal well is generally very low. This low blockage rate may fail to increase the back 
pressure to achieve the designed sleeve opening pressure. Eventually, the treating fluids 
may fail to be placed at the designed interval.  
The successful activation of a pressure-controlled sleeve can be diagnosed in 
several methods. 1) Observe the surface treating pressure response at the time ball sealers 
arrive at the perforations. 2) Use bottomhole pressure recorded or calculated to determine 
whether bottomhole pressure reach the required sleeve opening pressure for a specific 
stage. 3) Use the perforation pressure loss to determine the number of perforations 
remained open at the end of a stage. If the sliding sleeve is activated and a fracture is 
created at the corresponding interval, the number of open perforations calculated from 
perforation pressure loss should matches with the number of perforations on the activated 
sleeve. 
However, the latter two methods require the data for bottomhole pressure, which 
is defined by, 
 
pipefPEinjwf pppp ,  
(2.20) 
where pinj is surface treating pressure, PEp is hydrostatic pressure drop, and pipefp ,  is 
tubing friction. When downhole pressure gauge is not installed, the bottomhole pressure 
needs to be calculated from surface treating pressure. This calculation is largely dependent 
on the accuracy of job-friction estimation.  
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2.1.4 Frictional pressure drop prediction 
 The prediction of frictional pressure drop during a pumping operation is important 
in calculating bottomhole pressure. In this study, it is assumed that the pressure loss due 
to tortuosity effect is negligible for an open-hole completion. Therefore, only perforation 
pressure loss and tubing friction are considered. 
 The perforation pressure loss can be calculated by (White, 1986), 
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where q is the injection rate in bpm,   is the fluid specific gravity, Nperf  is the number of 
open perforations, dperf is the diameter of the perforations in inches, and Kd is the discharge 
coefficient. For fluid without proppant, the discharge coefficient ranges from 0.6 to 1.0, 
depending on the size and shape of perforation. When a perforation is eroded by proppant 
flowing through it, the discharge coefficient usually increases. In this study, since no 
proppant is added in the fluids, a constant discharge coefficient of 0.7 is assumed. 
The tubing friction can be calculated from the Fanning equation, 
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where  ff  is the Fanning friction factor and can be explicitly solved using (Chen, 1979), 
when NRE < 2000 
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and when NRE > 2000  
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For Power-Law fluid, generalized Reynolds number should be used, 
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where n’ is fluid flow behavior index, and K’ is consistency index. 
 When fluid properties are not measured, tubing friction gradient can be estimated 
from field data. An example is shown to illustrate how to calculate pipe friction gradient 
at a certain pump rate. Table 2.1 summarizes the condition for the example, and Fig. 2.4 
shows the field treatment records. 
 
 
Table 2.1 Parameters used for friction gradient example calculation 
Tubing length, ft 
Perforation number 
Perforation diameter, in. 
Discharge coefficient 
Tubing diameter, in. 
Fluid specific density 
15000 
40 
0.394 
0.7 
2.992 
1 
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As shown in Fig. 2.4, at 60 minutes, the well was shut-in, causing a surface 
pressure drop of 6000 psi, as the pump rate changed from 31 bpm to 0. The perforation 
pressure loss is 101 psi as calculated by Eq. 2.21. Assuming other near-wellbore pressure 
drops are negligible, the tubing friction is 5899 psi. Given the tubing length of 15000 ft, 
the fluid tubing friction gradient at pump rate of 31 bpm in a 2.992 in. pipe is 0.393 psi/ft. 
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Figure 2.4 – Surface pressure and pump rate records from a field treatment for the 
example calculation 
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If enough data are collected, a correlation between injection rate and friction 
gradient can be generated by curve fitting the data points for certain fluid type in certain 
pipe diameter. With this correlation, tubing friction for any length of pipe at any pump 
rate can be calculated. 
2.2 Pseudo-3D Fracture Propagation Modeling 
An accurate friction prediction is not only helpful in completion design, but also 
important in predicting fracture dimensions. The fracture propagation process is strongly 
affected by the net pressure which is related to bottomhole treating pressure. Bottomhole 
treating pressure, which is the pressure at the reservoir-face is defined by,  
 
perffpipefPEinjfaceres ppppp ,,   
(2.27) 
where perffp ,  is perforation pressure. 
The net pressure is the pressure difference between fluid pressure inside a fracture and the 
pressure acting perpendicular to the fracture wall (formation closure pressure). At fracture 
entrance, net pressure is expressed as, 
 
cfaceresnet pp    (2.28) 
Formation closure stress c  is usually assumed to be the same as minimum horizontal 
stress, which can be calculated by (Biot and Willis, 1957), 
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where   is the Poisson’s ratio, α is the Biot’s coefficient, and σv is the vertical stress. 
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Meyer (1986, 1989, and 1990) developed a modified pseudo-3D fracture model, 
which is used in this study, to simulate fracture geometry of fractures. There are some 
major assumptions in the modified pseudo-3D model. As illustrated in Fig. 2.5, instead of 
one-dimensional flow, there are two flow directions in this model, which are in fracture 
length and height directions. The vertical plane strain condition is assumed. The governing 
equations involved in this pseudo-3D fracture propagation model are presented as the 
following.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 – Illustration of Meyer’s pseudo-3D fracture model 
 
 
 The governing equations include mass conservation, mass continuity, momentum 
conservation, fracture width as a function of net pressure, and fracture propagation criteria.  
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 The mass conservation equation for incompressible treating fluids in a fracture is 
related to the volume change of the treating fluids in the fracture. It is expressed as, 
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0
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t
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where the first term is the total injected fluid volume till time t, Vf(t) is the volume of fluid 
in the fracture, Vl(t) is the total leak-off volume defined by (Carter, 1957),  
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where fracture surface area A(t) is a function of time, and A is the fracture surface area at 
time t. τ(A) is the fluid loss delay time which represents the elapsed time from the 
beginning of the treatment to the time when fracture surface area is A(t). ατ is the fluid loss 
power coefficient, and αa is the leak-off area propagation parameter. 
Vsp(t) is spurt loss volume defined by, 
    tAStV psp 2  (2.33) 
where Sp is the spurt loss coefficient.  
The momentum conservation equation can be written as, 
   gp
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where on the left-hand side of the equation is the rate change of momentum, and on the 
right-hand side of the equation are the pressure, viscous and gravitational forces 
respectively. 
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The fracture width and net pressure relationship is (Tada et al., 1973), 
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where the elevation z is measured from the center of the pay zone, z’ is measured from the 
center of the fracture, and z0 is the location of the center of the fracture relative to the 
center of the pay zone, the pressure difference is the net pressure, 
      zzxpzxp  ,,  (2.37) 
where p(x,z) is the pressure inside fracture at location (x,z), and σ(z) is the formation 
closure stress of layer at z. 
The fracture propagation criteria is based on the concept of a stress intensity factor KI 
defined by.  
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(2.38) 
In Eq. 2.38, KI,Δp is intensity factor induced by net pressure, KI,Δρh is intensity factor 
induced by gravity contrast, KI,Δσ is intensity factor induced by in-situ stress difference, 
and KI,G is intensity factor induced modulus contrast. When the stress intensity factor 
equals or larger than fracture toughness, or the critical stress intensity of the rock KIc, then 
the fracture will propagate. 
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 By solving the above governing equations numerically, the fracture propagation 
solution is obtained.  
2.3 Acid Fracture Conductivity Prediction 
Acid fracture conductivity is simulated by a 3D acid fracturing model (Oeth et al., 
2013). The simulator calculates final acid fracture conductivity profile of an acid-etched 
fracture under closure stress. It considers both acid transport and reaction. The acid 
transport model includes the non-Newtonian characteristics of most acid fracturing fluids, 
the solution for three-dimensional fluid velocity and pressure fields, diffusion of acid 
toward the fracture surface, and reaction at the fracture surfaces. Furthermore, in this 
model, the impact of formation heterogeneity is included in the acid fracture conductivity 
correlation. The model ultimately provides two-dimensional acid fracture conductivity 
and acid-etched width profiles that can be used in reservoir simulation.  
Currently, this acid fracturing simulator does not contain a fracture propagation 
model. Therefore, to run this simulator, an initial fracture geometry created by a fracture 
propagation model is needed. In this research, the fracture propagation model used is the 
pseudo-3D model describe in section 2.3. For multi-stage treatment schedules alternating 
between pad fluids and acids, all pad fluids pumped are first combined as one injection 
stage to estimate the initial fracture geometry of the treatment. Then, acid injections are 
continued to be modeled. The governing equations in this acid fracturing simulator are 
presented as the following. Assume the same fracture domain and coordinate system in 
Fig. 2.5 are applied for this section. 
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 To obtain final fracture conductivity profile, acid-etched width due to acid and 
rock reaction needs to be calculated first. Acid concentration in the fracture determines 
how much rock is dissolved for each grid block at fracture surfaces. Tracking acid 
transport in a fracture is done by first solving fluid velocity field using Navier-Stokes 
equations (Eq. 2.40 and Eq. 2.43), and then use the fluid velocity field to calculate acid 
concentration in the fracture using convection-diffusion equation (Eq. 2.51). 
The continuity equation, 
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(2.39) 
where ρ is the fluid density, v

 is the fluid velocities in three dimensions. Due to the 
assumption of incompressible fluid, the first term in Eq. 2.45 is dropped, then the equation 
is simplified as, 
 0 v

 (2.40) 
The momentum equation, 
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(2.41) 
where 

 is the viscous stress tensor. For incompressible Newtonian fluid, the divergence 
of the viscous stress tensor is defined by, 
     vvv T  2   (2.42) 
by further assuming steady-state condition, and  gravity is neglected, the first and the last 
terms in Eq. 2.41 are dropped. Rearrange Eq. 2.41, the momentum equation becomes, 
 vpvv
 2   (2.43) 
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For non-Newtonian fluid, since the viscosity is no longer a constant but depends on fluid 
velocity, the apparent viscosity µapp need to be used. The apparent viscosity is defined by 
(Bird et al. 1987), 
      2/12  ndapp IIK  (2.44) 
where IId is the second invariant of the rate of deformation tensor, then the momentum 
equation for non-Newtonian fluid is defined by (Oeth, 2013), 
  vvdvp appijapp

  22  (2.45) 
where dij is the rate of strain tensor. For more details about the Navier-Stokes equations 
with power law apparent viscosity model, the reader may refer to the Oeth (2013) 
dissertation. 
The three-dimensional velocity field and pressure profile can be obtained by 
solving Eq. 2.40 and Eq. 2.43 numerically with boundary conditions as the followings, 
at the fracture entrance, the fluid flow rate is, 
   dAvqq
x
xinjx 00    
(2.46) 
at the fracture tip, the pressure is, 
 
outLx
pp 

 (2.47) 
at the fracture surfaces (y=
1y , 2y ) , no-slip condition is applied, and the fluid velocity 
along fracture width direction equals to fluid leakoff velocity 
Lv , 
 0
2121 ,,

 yyyzyyyx
vv  (2.48) 
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at the bottom and top of the fracture (z=0,H), the fluid velocities for all dimensions are 
zero 
 0
,0,0,0

 HzzHzyHzx
vvv  (2.50) 
 The velocity field calculated from Navier-Stokes equations for each time step 
provides the input velocity for the fluid convection in all three dimensions. The 
convection-diffusion equation (Eq. 2.51) is used to solve the acid concentration profile 
assuming that acid diffusion in the fracture length and height directions (x, z) can be 
neglected compared to the acid diffusion in the width direction (y),  
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(2.51) 
where CD is the dimensionless acid concentration CA/Ci, CA is the acid concentration, Ci 
is the injected acid concentration, Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient.  
Acid concentration profile can be solved numerically by defining initial condition 
and boundary conditions as the followings, 
initial condition, 
the initial acid concentration is zero everywhere in the fracture, 
   0
0

tD
C  (2.52) 
boundary conditions, 
at the fracture entrance, the acid concentration is the injected acid concentration, 
   1
0

xD
C  (2.53) 
at the bottom and top of the fracture, the acid concentration gradient is zero, 
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at the fracture surfaces, the acid concentration is determined by acid reaction (Settari, 
1993), 
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(2.55) 
where fE is acid reaction rate constant, eqmC  is the equilibrium acid concentration, n’ is 
the reaction order constant, and   is porosity. 
 The acid concentration profile calculated from convection-diffusion equation 
provides the amount of acid that react with rock at fracture surfaces. The acid-etched 
width, which is defined by the change of dimension in fracture width direction due to rock 
dissolution, can be determined by, 
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(2.56) 
where β is the dissolving power of the acid varies with different acid system, MWacid is the 
molecular weight of the acid, f is the fraction of acid to react before leaking off into the 
formation, and Lv  is the leak-off rate. For the derivation of Eq. 2.56, the reader may refer 
to the Mou (2009) dissertation. 
Once acid etched width is determined, the acid fracture conductivity can be 
calculated using Mou-Deng conductivity correlation (Deng et al., 2011). The advantage 
of this correlation is that it accounts for the heterogeneity of the formation through three 
geostatistical parameters. The correlation is defined by, 
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  cf CCwk 21 exp   (1.1) 
where C1 is defined by, 
    49.2391 8.01756.01048.4 iD werfC   
       03.071.63.112.025.382.11 ,,  zDxD erferf   
        52.04.0,8.2, 01.022.01exp zDDDxDDD    
 
(2.57) 
and C2 is defined by, 
      42 10ln8.6ln78.39.14
 EC D  
(2.58) 
where σc is the formation closure stress, λD,,x, λD,,z , and D are the three geostatistical 
parameters representing dimensionless horizontal correlation length, dimensionless 
vertical correlation length, and dimensionless standard deviation of permeability 
respectively, and wi is the acid-etched width at zero closure stress.  
 The two dimensionless correlation lengths describe how continuous permeability 
is distributed in horizontal and vertical directions. A more homogeneous formation will 
show larger dimensionless correlation lengths in both directions. If the permeability is 
discontinuous, then smaller dimensionless correlation length value will be obtained. 
Dimensionless correlation length is calculated by using variogram of permeability 
distribution along fracture height and length directions and it is defined by, 
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where N is the number of data pairs in the data set, zi is one data point and zi+h is another 
data point that is h distance away from zi. The correlation length is the distance where the 
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variance γ(h) is reaching plateau. The dimensionless correlation length is then the ratio of 
correlation length to the entire data range interval. 
 The dimensionless standard deviation of permeability 
D  is defined by, 
   
 k
k
D
ln
ln
   
(2.60) 
where σ(ln(k)) is the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of permeability k, and k  
is the average permeability. 
2.4 Post-treatment Production Prediction 
 The advantage of having a 2D fracture conductivity profile is that fracture 
properties can be assigned to fracture grids that are coupled with reservoir grids for 
reservoir simulation. However, when use analytical productivity model for production 
prediction, only an average fracture conductivity is required. The average fracture 
conductivity can be calculated as the arithmetic average over the fracture area.  
 If the dimensionless fracture conductivity is larger than 50, and the reservoir is 
assumed as a rectangular shape, as shown in Fig. 2.6, then the linear flow model developed 
by Wattenbarger et al. (1998) can be applied to calculate production rate for both early 
transient period and late depletion period.  
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Figure 2.6 – A vertically fractured well in a rectangular reservoir 
 
 
The solution for gas flow requires the differential real gas pseudo-pressure defined by, 
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For a constant bottomhole flowing pressure production from a closed linear reservoir, the 
solution is, 
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(2.62) 
where the dimensionless production rate is defined by, 
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Another dimensionless variable 
eDy
t is introduce in order to determine when the end of 
early transient period is. For the constant bottomhole flowing pressure case, if 
eDy
t is 
larger than 0.25, then the transition from transient flow to pseudosteady state flow starts. 
eDy
t is defined by, 
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(2.65) 
For a short-term (transient period, 
eDy
t < 0.25) prediction, the solution of dimensionless 
gas rate shown in Eq. 2.62 can be approximate by, 
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For a long-term (depletion period, 
eDy
t > 0.25) prediction, the solution of dimensionless 
gas rate shown in Eq. 2.62 can be approximate by, 
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(2.67) 
Wattenbarger et al. (1998) also showed the equation for productivity index for long-term 
production forecast under constant bottomhole flowing pressure, 
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For a horizontal well with n transverse fractures as illustrated in Fig. 2.7, the total 
productivity of a fractured well is, 
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Figure 2.7 – A horizontal well with multiple transverse fractures 
 
 
The productivity index of untreated horizontal wells under pseudosteady-state condition 
is calculated using the Babu & Odeh model (1988, 1989).  
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(2.70) 
where xk and zk are the horizontal and vertical permeability, b is the reservoir length in 
the well direction, A is the reservoir cross-sectional area perpendicular to the well 
direction, rw is the wellbore radius, CH is the shape factor and Rs  is the partial penetration 
skin. The definitions of these two functions can be found in Babu & Odeh’s original work 
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(1988, 1989). The productivity index ratio of fractured well to un-fractured well can be 
calculated by Eq. 2.68 - Eq. 2.70, 
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(2.71) 
2.5 Model Integration 
 To develop a comprehensive approach to predict performance of multi-stage acid 
fracturing treatment in horizontal wells, evaluation of each component from the previous 
sections needs to be integrated. The approach of evaluating such a complex process is 
demonstrated in Fig. 2.8. The blue boxes represent processes for completion evaluation, 
the orange boxes represent processes for acid fracturing simulation, and the green boxes 
represent process for production prediction. 
As shown in Fig. 2.8, well completion design, which includes stage isolation 
methods, friction prediction, and bottomhole pressure calculation, is first evaluated. The 
evaluation of stage isolation determines the number and locations of fractures that are 
created in the treatment. Failure of fracture initiation needs to be identified, so that actual 
fluid placement during the treatment can be determined. The prediction of frictional 
pressure drop can be done either by known fluid properties or from friction gradient 
generated from surface pressure records.  
With recorded surface pressure, and calculated tubing friction and perforation 
pressure loss during pumping, bottomhole treating pressure can be calculated. Formation 
stress can be interpreted from logging data if no calibration tests have been done before 
the main treatment. Rock mechanical properties are also interpreted from logs. Together 
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with fluid placement from well completion evaluation and treatment schedule, fracture 
geometry can be simulated using a fracture propagation model. Pressure history match 
will be performed to determine whether the simulation results are consistent with the 
treatment records. 
The output fracture geometry is the input for the acid transport and reaction 
models. The fracture dimensions, which are used to define the model boundary, are 
discretized into a three-dimensional grid system. Each grid has the same length and height, 
but may have different width. Once the acid-etched width for grids at the fracture surface 
are calculated, an acid fracture conductivity correlation can be used to generate the acid 
fracture conductivity profile. 
The simulated fracture dimensions and conductivity are used in a productivity 
model for vertically fracture wells for post-treatment production prediction. 
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Figure 2.8 – Integrated multi-stage acid fracturing treatment evaluation work flow 
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CHAPTER III 
FIELD APPLICATION 
 
In this chapter, a post-job evaluation of an acid fracturing in a carbonate reservoir 
is presented. The evaluation using the integrated approach is based on actual field data. 
Results of the evaluation are discussed. 
3.1 Treatment Description  
Well A is a horizontal well drilled in a gas condensate carbonate reservoir. The 
vertical depth of the well is approximately 17818 ft. The formation pressure and 
temperature are predicted to be 9985 psi and 300 ˚F respectively. The formation 
breakdown pressure at the target depth is estimated to be 16040 psi from the drilling 
records. The well is completed for a 6-stage acid fracturing stimulation performed over 
2560 ft of the horizontal lateral section. Permeability and porosity tests were conducted 
on the core plugs. Additionally, well logs including density log, acoustic log, and gamma 
log were provided for analysis on Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Table 3.1 
summarizes the reservoir and well stimulation data. 
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Table 3.1 Summary of well stimulation and reservoir data 
Well stimulation data 
Completion method 
Isolation method 
Vertical depth of the stimulation interval, ft 
Total stimulation interval length, ft 
Tubing size, in. 
Total number of stages designed 
Open-hole 
Pressure-controlled sleeve 
17818 
2560 
2.992 
6 
Reservoir data 
Formation pressure, psi 
Formation temperature, ˚F 
Breakdown pressure, psi 
Matrix permeability, mD 
Matrix porosity 
Average Young’s Modulus, MMpsi 
Average Poisson’s ratio 
9985 
300  
16040  
0.0044  
0.02 
8  
0.3 
 
 
Treatment fluids include gelled acid, crosslinked acid, and fracturing fluid. A total 
volume of 523060 gallons of the fracturing fluid, 129444 gallons of the gelled acid, and 
221900 gallons of the crosslinked acid were pumped. The HCL concentrations for both 
acids are 20%. The apparent viscosity for the fracturing fluid is 60 cp, for gelled acid is 
30 cp, and for crosslinked acid is 42 cp. The specific density for the fracturing fluid is 1.0, 
for gelled acid is 1.1, and for crosslinked acid is 1.1. The fracturing fluid and acids were 
injected alternatively as shown in Table 3.2. During the treatment operation, the surface 
treating pressure and pump rate were recorded. The maximum surface pressure and pump 
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rate achieved are 13240 psi and 41 bpm. No bottomhole pressure gauge was installed, 
therefore bottomhole pressure during the treatment needs to be calculated from the surface 
treating pressure. Well A was stimulated right after the completion. No pre-treatment 
production is available. The post-treatment production was recorded for the first 113 days 
after the multi-stage acid fracturing treatment. 
 
 
Table 3.2 Treatment schedule for Well A multi-stage acid fracturing stimulation 
Stage 1 schedule 
Injection 
sequence 
Fluid 
 Type 
Volume 
 gal 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Gelled Acid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Gelled Acid 
Shut-in 
18492 
31700 
52834 
36984 
52834 
18492 
Stage 2 schedule 
Injection 
sequence 
Fluid 
 Type 
Volume 
 gal 
1 
 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Fracturing Fluid 
(drop 50 ball sealers) 
Gelled Acid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Gelled Acid 
13737 
 
10567 
15850 
47551 
18492 
2375 
10567 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
Stage 3 schedule 
Injection 
sequence 
Fluid 
 Type 
Volume 
 gal 
1 
 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Fracturing Fluid 
(drop 50 ball sealers) 
Gelled Acid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Gelled Acid 
12231 
 
10567 
13209 
39626 
21134 
31701 
7925 
 
Stage 4 schedule 
Injection 
sequence 
Fluid 
 Type 
Volume 
 gal 
1 
 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Fracturing Fluid 
(drop 54 ball sealers) 
Gelled Acid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Gelled Acid 
10567 
 
7925 
15850 
34342 
13209 
21134 
7925 
 
Stage 5 schedule 
Injection 
sequence 
Fluid 
 Type 
Volume 
 gal 
1 
 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Fracturing Fluid 
(drop 55 ball sealers) 
Gelled Acid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Gelled Acid 
10567 
 
10567 
18492 
34342 
18492 
31701 
10567 
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Table 3.2 Continued 
Stage 6 schedule 
Injection 
sequence 
Fluid 
 Type 
Volume 
 gal 
1 
 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Fracturing Fluid 
(drop 55 ball sealers) 
Gelled Acid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Crosslinked Acid 
Fracturing Fluid 
Gelled Acid 
Flush 
10567 
 
7925 
10567 
21134 
7925 
15850 
7925 
6868 
 
 
 
 The evaluation procedure made by the integrated acid fracturing treatment 
evaluation model for this particular field treatment is shown in Fig. 3.1. The shadowed 
blocks represent models selected for this particular treatment from the integrated 
evaluation approach. 
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Figure 3.1 – Procedure for field multi-stage acid fracturing treatment evaluation 
 
 
3.2 Completion Evaluation 
The well is completed using a combination of ball-activated and pressure-
controlled sliding sleeves with open-hole packers for the multi-stage treatment. Only the 
first stage is designed with ball-activated sleeve, and the rest of the stages use pressure-
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controlled sleeves and ball sealers for stage isolation. Each fracture port has 40 
perforations with a 0.394 in. diameter. According to the completion design, the critical 
bottomhole pressures required to activate sleeves from stage 1 to stage 6 are summarized 
in Table 3.3.  
 
 
Table 3.3 Critical bottomhole pressure to open each sleeve 
Stage  Sleeve  Sleeve Type Critical BHP to open sleeve (psi) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Ball-activated 
Pressure-controlled 
Pressure-controlled 
Pressure-controlled 
Pressure-controlled 
Pressure-controlled 
13300 
16133 
16900 
16900 
17670 
17670 
 
 
In order to determine the fluid placement for each stimulation interval, it is important to 
know if all sleeves were successfully activated as designed which requires a calculation 
of bottomhole pressure during the treatment. 
3.2.1 Treatment bottomhole pressure calculation  
 Since the fluid Power-Law properties were not measured, the fluid tubing friction 
cannot be calculated using Eq. 2.22. However, from surface treating pressure changes due 
to well shut-ins or abrupt pump rate changes, we can estimate the fluid tubing friction 
using the method illustrated in section 2.1. As shown in Fig. 3.2, each data point 
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corresponds to a tubing friction gradient estimated from a field measurement for a certain 
fluid type. With trend lines fitting the data points, one can predict the tubing friction of 
any fluid for any pipe length at any injection rates. Theoretically, the Power-Law fluid 
properties, flow behavior index n’ and consistency index K’, can be backed out from a 
friction gradient curve, using Eq. 2.22 – Eq. 2.25 by assuming a pipe roughness. 
Unfortunately, in this case study, there is no combination of those two parameters can be 
found to match the fluid tubing friction estimated from the field measurements. Therefore, 
except for the tubing friction calculation which is based on the friction correlations 
generated from the field data, the fluids are treated as Newtonian fluids with apparent 
viscosities measured from laboratory tests. In all other calculations, apparent viscosity for 
gelled acid is 30 cp, for crosslinked acid is 42 cp, and for fracturing fluid is 60 cp.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 – Tubing friction gradient for each treating fluid from field data 
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Fig. 3.3 shows the bottomhole pressure calculated from the surface treating 
pressure for all six stages by considering the hydrostatic pressure and tubing friction 
calculated during the treatment. The treatment record for each stage is separated by the 
dash lines. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 – Recorded surface treating pressure, calculated bottomhole pressure 
and pump rate for all six stages 
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3.2.2 Ball sealer tracking and sleeve activation 
According to the field report, the first sliding sleeve was activated before the main 
treatment began. After the first stage was finished, 50 ball sealers were dropped with 
fracturing fluid into the wellbore to block the 40 perforations on sleeve 1. The ball sealer 
has a specific density of 1.0, which is the same as the carrying fluid. Assume that the ball 
sealers were injected one at a time, the terminal velocities of the neutral buoyant ball sealer 
in both vertical and horizontal sections of the well are 0 ft/min by Eq. 2.1. Therefore the 
actual velocity of the ball sealers is approximately the same as the fluid velocity.  
Fig. 3.4 shows stage 2-6 treatment records and the arrival times for ball sealers 
dropped at each stage in their corresponding stages. However, from the records, no abrupt 
pressure responses were observed when ball sealers arrived at the perforation intervals. 
The smooth rise of surface treating pressure during the time period of 190 to 200 minutes, 
310 to 317 minutes, 440 to 450 minutes, 550 to 560 minutes, and 685 to 695 minutes were 
due to increasing tubing friction caused by alternating the gelled acid to the fracturing 
fluid in the tubing. Furthermore, it is observed that the bottomhole pressures are not high 
enough to activate the pressure-controlled sleeves of the corresponding stages during the 
injection.
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Figure 3.4 – Stage 2-6 treatment records with the calculated bottomhole pressure and the ball sealers arrival times 
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Another indication of the failure of sleeves opening is an increase in near-wellbore 
pressure loss as the treatment was carried out. It is observed that even with a decreasing 
pump rate for each stage stimulation, the perforation pressure loss still increased 
dramatically. If a sleeve were activated during the treatment and a new fracture was 
initiated at its corresponding stage, the treating fluids would tend to flow into the newly 
opened fracture due to less resistance, and this would result in a less pressure. In such 
condition, the number of open perforations calculated from the shut-in pressure drop 
should not be less than the number of perforations on the sleeve, which is 40 in this case.  
Table 3.4 summarizes the number of open perforations calculated from Eq. 2.21. 
Pump rate 1 and 2 represent the pump rate right before and after the rate change at the end 
of each stage. A constant discharge coefficient of 0.7 is used for this calculation. From 
When Nperf is close to 40, it indicates that the sleeve was open as designed. Noticed from 
Table 3.4, after the first stage, Nperf is less than 40. This is consistent with the observation 
of increased pressure. Obviously, the sleeves were not activated as expected. An example 
of calculating the number of open perforations at the end of stage 1 treatment is shown. 
Treatment records for stage 1 are shown in Fig. 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 – Detailed treatment records for stage 1 
 
 
From treatment pressure record of stage 1, the surface treating pressure before 
shut-in was 8555 psi, and after shut-in the surface treating pressure was 6902 psi. Thus 
the total frictional pressure drop is 
 psip totalf 165369028555,   (3.1) 
The corresponding pump rate change is from 22 bpm to 0. At the end of stage 1 
injection, the pipe was filled with gelled acid. From Fig. 3.2, for gelled acid, the friction 
gradient at 22 bpm is 78.5 psi/1000ft, knowing the location of stage 1 sleeve is at measured 
depth of 20360 ft, the tubing friction can be calculated as, 
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psip pipef 1598
1000
203605.78
, 

  
(3.2) 
Assuming no other pressure drops, such as pressure drop due to tortuosity, are 
considered, the perforation pressure drop then can be calculated as the total frictional 
pressure drop minus tubing friction, 
 psip perff 5515981653,   (3.3) 
Using Eq. xxx and Eq. xxx, the total number of open perforation at the end of stage 
1 can be obtained, 
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Table 3.4 Number of open perforations at end of each stage treatment 
Stage  
Pump Rate 1 
bpm 
Pump Rate 2 
bpm 
Δpf,total 
psi 
Δpf,pipe 
psi 
Δpf,perf 
psi 
# of open 
perfs 
1 22.00 0.00 1653 1598 55 40 
2 29.60 5.66 2102 1987 115 37 
3 29.88 5.98 2175 1993 182 29 
4 32.46 6.29 3194 2217 977 14 
5 25.47 6.29 2147 1562 585 14 
6 25.41 22.01 580 305 275 10 
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From completion evaluation based on Well A treatment design and field operation 
records, it is concluded that only one fracture at the ball-activated sliding sleeve location 
(stage 1) was created during this treatment.  
3.3 Fracture Propagation Simulation and Pressure History Matching 
To model the fracture propagation during treatment, the formation and rock 
mechanical properties need to be calculated. The lithology of the formation is first 
interpreted from the well logs. The formation closure stress distribution is then calculated 
using Eq. 2.29 with an average Biot’s coefficient of 0.8 and the density value for each 
lithology is shown in Table 3.5. The Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio were also 
calculated based on well logs. Fig. 3.6 shows the calculated formation closure stress and 
rock properties. From the figure, the local formation closure stress is approximately 14645 
psi, average Young’s Modulus is approximately 8 MMpsi, and average Poisson’s ratio is 
approximately 0.3 at the target depth (17818 ft).  
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 – Formation closure stress and rock properties calculated from logs 
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Table 3.5 Density value for each lithology 
Lithology Density (lbm/ft3) 
Dolomite 181 
Limestone 169 
Sand 165.4 
Shale 156 
 
 
 In Fig. 3.7, both calculated bottomhole treating pressure and formation closure 
stress are presented. When the bottomhole treating pressure falls below the formation 
closure stress, the fracture starts to close. It is noticed that during this field treating process 
the fracture was not kept open.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 – Calculated bottomhole treating pressure and formation closure stress
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Because it is believed that only one stage of injection created a fracture, we only simulated 
on fracture propagation. We also assumed that the fracture only propagated when the 
bottomhole treating pressure was above the formation closure stress in this field treatment. 
All fracturing fluid were combined as one continuous injecting stage. A commercial 
software MFrac (Meyer, 1986, 1989, 1990), which is based on the pseudo-3D model 
described in section 2.2, was used for generating the final fracture geometry. 
 The input data in MFrac are composed by 5 sections, including wellbore 
hydraulics, zones, treatment schedule, rock properties, and fluid loss data. Stress profile, 
Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio can be referred to Fig. 3.6. Treatment schedule for 
each stage as shown in Table 3.2 is input in MFrac with time step of one minute. The 
leak-off coefficient of the fluids are approximate from the experimental results. Details of 
input data are shown in Table 3.6.  
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Table 3.6 Summary of MFrac input data 
Reservoir data 
Injection method 
Sleeve location (MD), ft 
Sleeve location (TVD), ft 
Number of perforations 
Diameter of perforations, inch 
Formation permeability, mD 
Gelled acid leak-off rate, ft/min1/2 
Crosslinked acid leak-off rate, ft/min1/2 
Fracturing fluid leak-off rate, ft/min1/2 
Through tubing 
20360 
17818  
40  
0.394 
0.0044  
0.004 
0.004 
0.005 
 
 
 Fig. 3.8 shows that at the end of the treatment the fracture has a half-length of 186 ft, and 
the maximum width is about 0.11 inches. This fracture geometry is further used as the 
physical domain for acid transport and reaction simulation.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.8 – Fracture geometry for acid fracturing simulation 
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 A history match of stimulation pressure responses was conducted for the purpose 
of verifying the modeling results compared to the field treatment records. It also helps to 
quantify various effects during the treatment, such as rock mechanical and formation 
properties, treatment fluid properties. The bottomhole pressure and surface treating 
pressure from fracture propagation simulation was compared with the bottomhole pressure 
calculated and surface treating pressure from operational records, and the results are 
shown in Fig 3.9. Overall, the pressure from the fracture simulation matches with the 
treatment records.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.9 – A history match of stimulation pressure responses 
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3.4 Acid Fracture Conductivity Prediction 
 The fracture geometry created in section 3.3 were discretized into an 8×6 griding 
system, and were imported to the acid fracture simulator. Each grid has a length of 23.1 
ft, a height of 38.6 ft, so that the total domain matches the initial fracture dimensions from 
the fracture simulation. All of the acid fluids were combined and simulated as one 
continuous injection stage following the fracture propagation. Since in this field case the 
fracture net pressure was not constantly positive, it is assumed that once fracture closes, 
the acid injected was treating the formation as matrix acidizing instead of acid fracturing. 
This assumption reduces the total acid volume used in acid fracturing simulation to be 
10800 gallons.  
Since the the Power-Law properties for the fluids were not measured, and could 
not be calculated from the friction data, the acid fluids are treated as Newtonian fluids for 
this case. The dominant mineralogy of the formation is calcite, and the permeability of the 
formation is 0.0044 mD. Dimensionless vertical correlation length and dimensionless 
standard deviation of permeability can be calculated from the permeability distribution 
along the vertical direction interpreted from the well logs. Other input parameters are 
shown in Table 3.7.  
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Table 3.7 Input parameters for acid fracturing simulator 
Newtonian viscosity, cp 30 
Fluid density,  lb/ft3 68.6 
Formation porosity, fraction 0.02 
Acid concentration, wt% 20 
Effective diffusion,  ft2/s 8.6E-9 
Temperature, ˚F 300 
One-wing pump rate, bpm 15 
Injection time, min 86 
Dimensionless horizontal correlation length 0.2 
Dimensionless vertical correlation length 0.1 
Dimensionless standard deviation of permeability 0.2 
Average Young's modulus, MMpsi 8 
Effective closure stress, psi 6657 
 
 
The dimensionless vertical correlation length can be interpreted from variogram 
shown in Fig. 3.10. The vertical correlation length is approximately 23 ft over data range 
of 232 ft, which gives the dimensionless vertical correlation length approximately 0.1. 
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Figure 3.10 – Variogram of Well A vertical permeability distribution within 
fracture height interval 
 
 
Since, the permeability distribution along the fracture length direction is difficult 
to be measured or interpreted, three different values, 0.2, 0.5, and 0.7, were assumed for 
dimensionless horizontal correlation length for a parametric study. The simulation results 
of acid fracture conductivities and acid-etched widths are shown in Fig. 3.11.  
The average acid fracture conductivity based on the simulation results are 30 mD-
ft when λD,x equals to 0.2, 50mD-ft when λD,x equals to 0.5, and 60 mD-ft when λD,x equals 
to 0.7. The corresponding dimensionless fracture conductivities are 36.9, 61.4, and 73.7 
using Eq. 1.4. 
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 a). Fracture conductivity λD,x =0.2              b). Fracture conductivity λD,x =0.5 
 
 c). Fracture conductivity λD,x =0.7   d). Acid-etched width 
Figure 3.11 – Acid fracture conductivity and acid-etched width simulation results 
 
 
3.5 Post-fracture Production Prediction 
 The post-treatment production data was provided for the first 113 days after the 
acid fracturing treatment. The well pressures and the combined gas rate of free gas and 
gas condensate are shown in Fig. 3.12.  
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Figure 3.12 – Post-treatment production history 
 
 
During this production period, the bottomhole flowing pressure is relatively stable with 
an average value of 2100 psi. The combined gas rate ranges from 180 MSCF/d to 1233 
MSCF/d.  
To conduct short-term and long-term production predictions for the post-fractured 
well, the linear flow model by Wattenbarger et al. (1998) is applied. The reservoir and 
fracture data used for production prediction are shown in Table 3.8.  
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Table 3.8 Reservoir, fracture, and well data for production prediction 
Horizontal permeability, mD 
Vertical permeability, mD 
Formation porosity, fraction 
Formation temperature, ˚F 
Formation length (b), ft 
Formation width, ft 
Formation Thickness, ft 
Gas viscosity, cp 
Total compressibility, psi-1 
0.0044 
0.000044 
0.02 
300 
3000 
370 
150 
0.035 
5.78E-05 
 
Initial formation pressure, psi 
m(pi), psi2/cp 
Bottomhole flowing pressure, psi 
m(pwf), psi2/cp 
Distance from the fracture to the 
formation boundary perpendicular 
to the fracture (ye), ft 
Fracture half-length, ft 
Wellbore radius, ft 
Initial skin (assumed) 
9985 
2.715×109 
2100 
2.458×108 
 
1500 
 
185 
0.275 
15 
 
 
 The end of transient flow occurs when tDye is 0.25. From Eq. 2.65, it occurs at 27.2 
months. 
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(3.6) 
A 36-month production prediction calculated by Eq. 2.63 – Eq. 2.67 and the actual field 
production for the first 113 days after the treatment are shown in Fig. 3.13. From the 
figure, the predicted gas production rate has the same order of magnitude of the actual 
field data.  
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Figure 3.13 – Predicted post-treatment production and actual field production data 
 
 
For long-term pseudosteady-state condition, the productivity index ratio of the post-
treatment to pre-treatment well is calculated by Eq.2.68 – Eq. 2.71, 
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(3.7) 
 
The results above show productivity index ratio predicted based on the actual field 
treatment outcomes. Only one fracture was created according to the completion 
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designed treatment expectations. It is also worthwhile comparing the multistage acid 
fracturing treatment with multistage proppant fracturing. 
Since the field treatment of Well A has similar operation procedure for each stage, 
it is assumed that the simulation results of acid fracturing treatment for all six stages are 
the same. We take stage 1 treatment schedule as the standard. Commercial software MFrac 
is first run to generate fracture dimensions from fracturing fluids. Then acid fracture 
conductivity profile is generated using acid fracturing simulator. Productivity index ratio 
of untreated and post-fractured well is calculated assuming pseudo-steady state condition. 
The input for MFrac simulation is the same as in Table 3.4 except that the pump 
schedule is now only from stage 1 as shown in Table 3.2. The fracture geometry result 
from MFrac simulation is shown in Fig. 3.14. The fracture has a fracture half-length of 
155 ft, a fracture height of 92 ft, and the maximum fracture width is about 0.1 inches. It is 
observed that since less fracturing fluid was used, the fracture are shorter and more 
contained than the fracture in the previous case.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.14 – Fracture geometry with for stage 1 treatment. 
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For acid fracturing simulation, assuming all acids from stage 1 treatment design 
are injected into the fracture after fracture is initiated, the total acid injection time is now 
adjusted to 50 minutes with an average total injection rate 30 bpm. The new acid fracturing 
simulation input data is shown in Table 3.9. 
 
 
Table 3.9 Input parameters for acid fracturing simulator 
Newtonian viscosity, cp 30 
Fluid density,  lb/ft3 68.6 
Formation porosity, fraction 0.02 
Acid concentration, wt% 20 
Effective diffusion,  ft2/s 8.6E-9 
Temperature, ˚F 300 
One-wing pump rate, bpm 15 
Injection time, min 50 
Dimensionless horizontal correlation length 0.2 
Dimensionless vertical correlation length 0.1 
Dimensionless standard deviation of permeability 0.2 
Average Young's modulus, MMpsi 8 
Effective closure stress, psi 6657 
 
 
Three different dimensionless horizontal correlation lengths 0.2, 0.5, and 0.7 were 
tested and the results are shown in Fig. 3.15. In Fig. 3.15, picture a shows that the final 
acid fracture conductivity is 24 mD-ft when λD,x equals to 0.2, picture b shows that the 
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final acid fracture conductivity is 36 mD-ft when λD,x equals to 0.5, and picture c shows 
that the final acid fracture conductivity is 42 mD-ft when λD,x equals to 0.7.  
 
 
  
a) Fracture conductivity λD,x =0.2 b)  Fracture conductivity λD,x =0.5 
 
c)  Fracture conductivity λD,x =0.7 
Figure 3.15 – Acid fracture conductivity simulation results for stage 1 treatment 
 
 
The corresponding dimensionless fracture conductivities CfD defined by Eq. 1.4 are 35 
when λD,x equals to 0.2, 53 when λD,x equals to 0.5, and 62 when λD,x equals to 0.7. The 
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equivalent skin factor then can be calculated using Eq. 1.5 which ranges from -5.60 to -
5.62. For this case, we take an average equivalent skin factor of -5.61. 
Assume same reservoir properties as shown in Table 3.8 are used to predict post-
treatment productivity index. The total drainage area is now divided into six rectangular 
blocks with 500 ft length and 370 ft width. The equivalent drainage radius is 292 ft if use 
Dietz shape factor of 21.8 for an aspect ratio of 1:2; and 245 ft if use Dietz shape factor of 
30.9 for an aspect ratio of 1:1. We take an average equivalent drainage radius of 267 ft for 
productivity index calculation.  
 Assume initial skin factor is negligible, the productivity index ratio can be 
determined by, 
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(3.8) 
From the calculation, if the 6-stage acid fracturing treatment were performed as designed, 
a 23-fold increase in productivity can result from the treatment. 
Due to difficulties in acid fracturing treatment design, such as uncertainties in 
fracture conductivity prediction due to formation heterogeneity and controlling the depth 
of acid penetration, proppant fracturing treatment is often performed in carbonate 
formation. In this study, a 6-stage proppant fracturing treatment is also simulated in order 
to compare with the simulation results of acid fracturing.  
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In propped fracture simulation, the goal is to create a fracture that has a 
significantly longer effective fracture half-length and more contained fracture height 
compares to acid fracturing. For this field case, a constant bottomhole flowing pressure of 
2100 psi can lead to a high effective closure pressure as 12455 psi. Two types of proppant, 
a 20/40 mesh proppant and a 40/70 mesh proppant, are tested for different fracture 
conductivity the treatment can achieve. Treatment schedule and input data for both cases 
are shown in Table 3.10.  
 
 
Table 3.10 Proppant fracturing treatment simulation data 
20/40 mesh proppant 40/70 mesh proppant  
Total fluid volume/ stage, gal 
Pad fluid percentage 
Average pump rate, bpm 
Total proppant mass, lbm 
Proppant diameter, in 
Expected conductivity at 12,000 
effective closure stress with 0.5 
lbm/ft2 concentration, mD-ft 
54,335 
40% 
30 
11,012 
0.0287 
 
158 
Total fluid volume/ stage, gal 
Pad fluid percentage 
Average pump rate, bpm 
Total proppant mass, lb 
Proppant diameter, in 
Expected conductivity at 12,000 
effective closure stress with 0.5 
lbm/ft2 concentration, mD-ft 
54,335 
40% 
30 
11,012 
0.0118 
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MFrac is used for proppant fracturing treatment simulation. For 20/40 mesh 
proppant fracturing, the results are shown in Fig. 3.16. For 40/70 mesh proppant 
fracturing, the results are shown in Fig. 3.17. From the simulation results, the effective 
fracture half-length using 40/70 proppant is 230 ft, propped fracture height is 150 ft, and 
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average fracture conductivity is 56 mD-ft. While using 40/70 mesh proppant, the effective 
fracture half-length is 265 ft, the propped fracture height is 190 ft, and average fracture 
conductivity is 25 mD-ft.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.16 – Fracture conductivity at the end of treatment using 20/40 proppant 
 
 
 
Figure 3.17 – Fracture conductivity at the end of treatment using 40/70 proppant 
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Figure 3.18 – Fracture width profile at the end of treatment 
 
 
 For productivity calculation, it is assumed that for propped fracture, since longer 
fracture can contact with further hydrocarbon reserves, the width of reservoir drainage 
area extended to 700 ft instead of 370 ft. The equivalent drainage radius is 402 ft if assume 
Dietz shape factor of 21.8 for aspect ratio of 1:2, and 337 ft if assume Dietz shape factor 
of 30.9 for aspect ratio of 1:1, thus we take an average of equivalent drainage radius of 
370 ft for productivity prediction. 
Eq. 1.5 is used to calculate equivalent skin factor. For 40/70 mesh proppant case, 
the equivalent skin is -6.1, and for 20/40 mesh proppant case, the equivalent skin is -6. 
The productivity index ratio then can be calculated, assume all six stages have the same 
simulation results, and other properties are the same as shown in Table 3.8. For 20/40 
mesh proppant case, 
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(3.4) 
for 40/70 mesh proppant case, 
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(3.4) 
From the calculation, a 6-stage proppant fracturing treatment can achieve 47-fold 
productivity increase using 20/40 mesh proppant. If use a smaller proppant size 40/70, 60-
fold productivity increase can be achieved due to longer effective fracture half-length.  
3.6 Results and Discussion 
 From the treatment evaluation using the integrated evaluation approach, it is 
concluded that Well A multi-stage acid fracturing treatment created one fracture at stage 
1. The fracture dimension is approximately 185 ft for fracture half-length, 231 ft for 
fracture height. The average acid fracture conductivity ranges between 30 mD-ft and 60 
mD-ft. The cumulative gas production predicted at 36 months after the treatment is 
approximately 225 MMSCF under a constant bottomhole flowing pressure of 2100 psi. 
The productivity-index ratio shows a 2.11-fold productivity increase for the post-fractured 
well. 
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 If the 6-stage acid fracturing is carried out as designed, the simulation results show 
a fracture with fracture half-length of 155 ft, fracture height of 92 ft, and an average 
fracture conductivity ranges from 24 mD-ft to 54 mD-ft can be achieved for each stage. 
Post-fractured well can achieve 75 times higher productivity compares to untreated well.  
 6-stage proppant fracturing treatment is also simulated to compare with acid 
fracturing treatment results. Two types of proppant are tested. Using 20/40 mesh proppant, 
an effective fracture half-length of 230 ft, propped fracture height of 150 ft, and an average 
fracture conductivity of 60 mD-ft can be achieved for each stage. This will give a 47-fold 
increase in productivity compared to untreated well. If 40/70 mesh proppant is used, an 
effective fracture half-length of 265 ft, propped fracture height of 190 ft, and an average 
fracture conductivity of 25 mD-ft can be achieved for each stage. This will give a 60-fold 
increase in productivity compared to untreated well. 
 From the completion evaluation results, the pressure-controlled sliding sleeves 
with open-hole packers were not functioning in isolating stages in this particular treatment. 
The failure in activating pressure-controlled sleeves is mainly due to the low seating 
efficiency of ball sealers. Numerous papers have been published on the ball sealer seating 
efficiency in a vertical well, but not many for ball sealer behavior in a horizontal well 
because the force balance is complicated by perforation facing,  perforation spacing, use 
of non-buoyant or buoyant ball sealers, and the wall effect. A thorough study on ball sealer 
behavior in a horizontal pipe will be helpful for improving the performance of ball sealers 
in a horizontal well multi-stage treatment. 
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Through the study of this field case, it is noticed that an accurate bottomhole 
pressure, either measured from downhole pressure gauge or calculated from surface 
pressure, is critical in evaluating a multi-stage treatment. It is the key to link the well 
completion evaluation and the fracture modeling. The difficulties in obtaining an accurate 
bottomhole pressure in this field application are mainly caused by 1) there is no downhole 
pressure gauge installed; 2) the treating fluids’ rheology provided are incomplete. Only 
the density and an apparent viscosity were given for each treating fluid. Large error may 
occur when interpreting fluid tubing frictions from the surface treating pressures for a non-
Newtonian fluid due to its varying viscosity with respect to the fluid velocity and tubing 
size. Especially in this field case, the available measurements for crosslinked acid were 
limited, therefore, the bottomhole pressure calculated during the crosslinked acid injection 
may not represent the exact bottomhole pressure during the fracturing treatment. 
In this field case, no pre-fracture diagnostic tests had been conducted. The 
formation closure stress is solely based well log interpretation. A step-rate test is strongly 
recommended for identifying the formation closure stress. Accurate stress profiles are very 
crucial in fracturing treatment design, especially in a heterogeneous carbonate formation.  
 A more accurate production prediction can be performed by using reservoir 
simulations if detailed geological information are provided. The acid fracture dimensions 
and conductivity can be coupled with the reservoir grids. However, in this case, the 
production prediction using linear flow model shows a good match with actual field 
measurement. Therefore, with limited information on the reservoir properties, the final 
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results of the well performance predicted from the integrated evaluation approach is 
acceptable. 
The proppant fracturing simulation results show better post-fractured well 
performance comparing to acid fracturing. The conductivity of the acid fracture is created 
by the unevenly etched fracture surface due to acid/rock reaction, from the acid fracture 
conductivity correlations, it is clear that higher the closure stress, lower the fracture 
conductivity. Therefore for deep carbonate formations with high closure stress, the acid 
fracture conductivity may reduce significantly once production starts, which leads to poor 
treatment performance. On the other hand, for low permeability reservoirs, it is critical to 
create fractures that have sufficiently long effective fracture half-length to make the largest 
contact with the reservoir. However, currently it is difficult to design acid fracturing 
treatment to achieve this goal due to limited acid etched penetration by high fluid loss and 
temperature effect. For this field case study, we conclude that multistage proppant 
fracturing is a more reliable stimulation method for Well A in deep carbonate formation 
with low permeability and high closure stress.  
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
 
 In this research, an integrated approach for evaluating a horizontal well multi-stage 
acid fracturing treatment is developed. A field example is used to demonstrate the 
application of the developed approach. The integrated approach is proven to be successful 
in simulating the treatment outcomes and predicting post-stimulation well performance. 
This approach consists of three parts, 1) completion evaluation, 2) acid fracturing 
simulation, and 3) post-fractured well performance prediction. This integrated approach 
can analyze stage isolation in different well completions for multi-stage treatments 
including ball-activated sliding sleeves with open-hole packers, ball sealer in cased and 
perforated wells, and pressure-controlled sliding sleeves with open-hole packers. In this 
approach, fracture geometry is simulated by commercial software. According to the 
requirements of model accuracy and computational time, the PNK model, the KGD model, 
or a pseudo-3D fracture propagation model can be selected. The final acid fracture 
conductivity profile is generated by a fully 3D acid fracturing simulator. The integrated 
treatment evaluation approach will provide a post-treatment well performance prediction 
using a productivity model that fits the field conditions. Comparing simulation results 
from multistage acid fracturing treatment and proppant fracturing treatment of this field 
case, it is observed that for low permeability carbonate formation with high closure stress, 
multistage proppant fracturing can achieve higher productivity index ratio. When design 
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a treatment for a well in carbonate formation, it is worthwhile to investigate all possible 
stimulation methods to determine the optimal one for the well. 
 Future work can focus on improving model efficiency in current approach. Even 
though the evaluation approach is comprehensive, each section in this approach is 
evaluated or modeled separately. Any change of outcomes from one section need to be 
manually updated to the next section. By developing a fully couple acid fracturing 
simulator, which can model fracture propagation and acid transport and reaction processes 
simultaneously, this integrated evaluation approach will be more accurate and effective 
when modeling acid fracturing treatment with multi-stage fluid systems.  
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